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The rapid development of Web technology has made the World Wide Web an important and popular application platform for disseminating and searching information as well as conducting business. However, due to the lack of uniform schema for Web documents, the low precision of most search engines and the information explosion on the World Wide Web, the user is often flooded with a huge amount of information.

Unlike the conventional database management in which data models and schemas are defined, the Web community, which is a set of Webbased objects (documents and users) that has its own logical structures, is another effective and efficient approach to reorganize Web-based objects, support information retrieval and implement various applications. According to the practical requirements and concerned situations, the Web community would appear as different formats.

This book addresses the construction and analysis of various Web communities based on information available fromWeb, such as Web document content, hyperlinks, semantics and user access logs. Web community applications are another aspect emphasized in this book. Before presenting various algorithms, some preliminaries are provided for better understanding of the materials. Representative algorithms for constructing and analysing various Web communities are then presented and discussed. These algorithms, as well as their discussions, lead to various applications that are also presented in this book. Finally, this book summarizes the main work in Web community research and discusses future research in this area.

About the Author
 Dr. Yanchun Zhang is Associate Professsor and the Head of Computing Discipline in the Department of Mathematics and Computing at the University of Southern Queensland. He obtained PhD degree in Computer Science from the University of Queensland in 1991. His research areas cover databases, electronic commerce, internet/web information systems, web data management, web search and web services. He has published over 100 research papers on these topics in international journals and conference proceedings, and edited over 10 books/proceedings and journal special issues. He is a co-founder and Co-Editor-In-Chief of World Wide Web: Internet and Web Information Systems and Co-Chairman of International Web Information Systems Engineering Society. Dr. Jeffrey Xu Yu received his B.E., M.E. and Ph.D. in computer science, from the University of Tsukuba, Japan, in 1985, 1987 and 1990, respectively.
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The Marino Mission: One Girl, One Mission, One Thousand Words; 1,000 Need-to-Know *SAT Vocabulary WordsCliffs Notes, 2005
One unforgettable story.1,000 unforgettable SAT vocabulary words.    

Alexa McCurry leads an ordinary teenager's life in upstate New York—until she embarks on a summer adventure in Central America. While working at a potentially boring internship in a marine DNA lab, she befriends a local boy, José, and a remarkable dolphin,...
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Pattern Recognition: 28th DAGM Symposium, Berlin, Germany, September 12-14, 2006, ProceedingsSpringer, 2006

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 28th Symposium of the German Association for Pattern Recognition, DAGM 2006. The book presents 32 revised full papers and 44 revised poster papers together with 5 invited papers. Topical sections include image filtering, restoration and segmentation, shape analysis and representation,...
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Knowledge Representation and Reasoning Under Uncertainty: Logic at WorkSpringer, 1994

	This volume is based on the International Conference Logic at Work, held in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, in December 1992. The 14 papers in this volume are selected from 86 submissions and 8 invited contributions and are all devoted to knowledge representation and reasoning under uncertainty, which are core issues of formal artificial...
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PHP and MySQL Web Development, Second EditionSams Publishing, 2003
PHP and MySQL Web Development teaches the reader to develop dynamic, secure, commercial Web sites.  Using the same accessible, popular teaching style of the first edition, this best-selling book has been updated to reflect the rapidly changing landscape of MySQL and PHP.
The book teaches the reader to integrate and implement these technologies...
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Expert Apache Cassandra AdministrationApress, 2017

	
		Follow this handbook to build, configure, tune, and secure Apache Cassandra databases. Start with the installation of Cassandra and move on to the creation of a single instance, and then a cluster of Cassandra databases.
	


	
		Cassandra is increasingly a key player in many big data environments, and this book shows you...
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Personalized Digital Television: Targeting Programs to Individual ViewersSpringer, 2004
This book collects selected research reports on the development of personalized services for Interactive TV. Drawing upon contributions from academia and industry that represent current research in the US, Europe and Asia, these articles represent leading research in personalized television.

TV viewers today are exposed to overwhelming...
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